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                The Jungle Book

                
 by   Rudyard Kipling 
The Jungle Book is a collection of fables which teach moral lessons narrated through animals, written by Rudyard Kipling. The author's intention was to write moral stories for children in the back round of Jungle and animals. Each story in this book can inculcate human values in a child who reads this book. The author has dedicated the bo..
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                Comic Insects

                
 by   F. A. S. Reid 
Comic Insects written by F. A. S. Reid is an illustrative book of how Insects imitates or resembles human behaviors. A leisure read, this book makes us to think whether insects have brains to talk, read and write. 

Without spending much of your time, you can quickly scan through the pages across to find how insects like caterpillar, mo..
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                The Story of the Teasing Monkey

                
 by   Helen Bannerman 
The Story of the Teasing Monkey written by Helen Bannerman is an illustrative story for the kids about how a monkey with his mischievous activities got into trouble and escape from them.  

Jacko, a teasing monkey lived in a banyan tree was teasing every one including a lioness in a cave. Lioness caught him one day and put him inside th..
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                Three Men in a Boat

                
 by   Jerome K. Jerome 
Three Men in a Boat, written by Jerome K. Jerome was originally intended to be a travel guide, but taken the shape of humorous account as the writing passes.

The author along with his two friends George Wingrave and Carl Hentschel (all of them are real life characters) spending an evening and discuss about their hectic work schedule which made t..
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                The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin

                
 by   Beatrix Potter 
The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin is a children’s picture book, written and illustrated by the English author Beatrix Potter, remembered for her picture books portraying animals as protagonists. She achieved celebrity status after publishing The Tale of Peter Rabbit followed by a series of books such as The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin, The Tailor of Gloucest..
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                Among the Farmyard People

                
 by   Clara Dillingham Pierson 
Among the Farmyard People is a story book for children in the backdrop of a farm yard, written by Clara Dillingham Pierson. Being the living creatures’ animals and birds do have brains, they talk, work, love their babies and protect their babies from their enemies, and also help each other when they are into trouble.

This book contains more than..
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                Animal Heroes

                
 by   Ernest Thompson Seton 
Animal Heroes is a book which narrates the real life heroic achievements of animals. This book is written by the British writer Ernest Thompson Seton, who has been credited as founders of movements like Boy Scouts of America and Woodcraft Indians.

Being a wildlife artist Ernest Thompson has written more than 30 books on scouting and nature, nota..
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                Wild Animals I Have Known

                
 by   Ernest Thompson Seton 
Wild Animals I Have Known is a children’s book which narrates the real stories of wild animals written by Ernest Thompson Seton, a British writer who is credited as one of the founding pioneers of Boy Scouts of America.  Among his numerous writings on nature and animals notable are The Birch Bark Roll, The Boy Scout Handbook, The Forester's Ma..
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